
P O L I T I C A L  M O S A I C

EXTRACTS FROM SPEECH MADE BY HUNGARIAN 
PREMIER DURING APPROPRIATION BILL DEBATE
In a powerful speech delivered in the Hungarian House of 

Deputies on December 4th., during the debate on the Appropria
tion Bill — a speech surveying the whole field of Hungarian 
foreign, internal, economic and social policy — the Prime Mi
nister, M. Nicholas Kallay, inter alia made the following state
ments: —

‘‘Neither threats nor promises will avail to make us deviate 
from the path we have entered, solely and exclusively (and 
that cannot be expressed otherwise) because that path is — 
the Hungarian path. We have no ears for any voice from outside; 
propaganda — from whatever quarter that propaganda may 
come — must hold its peace here among us. Today — so it would 
appear — we are once more to be exposed to a wave of the 
kind".

Speaking of Transylvania, the Premier made the following 
statements: —

"Transylvania has been split in two for the first time during 
the ten centuries of our history — by the Vienna Award. During 
the past twenty years it did not belong to us. And there were 
periods when owing to the force of circumstances it was an 
independent principality. But it has never before been split in two. 
Herein, at the present juncture, lies the gravity of the Transyl
vanian question. Nearly two millions of Magyars have been cut 
in half. One half — the lesser half — has been left in Southern 
Transylvania. The Vienna Award — which our Government 
acquiesces in and is grateful for, and on the basis of which that 
Government, despite all, still stands, that being its duty, having 
signed that agreement and undertaken the responsibility therefor 
— confronts the Government with a double task on the one 
hand of supporting the Magyars who have returned to us, the 
people of Northern Transylvania, of taking special care of them, 
of re-uniting them to us closely in spiritual in economic and in 
all respects, of affording them possibilities of development and 
of treating them as the nearest and dearest of our kith and kin. 
The other task facing Government is that of interesting ourselves 
in the Magyars of Southern Transylvania. What I have to say 
in this connection is anything but encouraging. Every diplomatic 
endeavour — all the support of our Allies repeatedly appealed 
for by us — all these efforts have suffered shipwreck on the 
blind hatred being artificially fostered on the other side of the
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frontier. I know indeed ol many cases in which the Rumanian 
people of Southern Transylvania has hastened to the assistance 
of the Magyars, when the authorities attempted to subject them 
to the most brutal dppression. In its actions and its decisions 
the Rumanian people itself has pronounced judgment on the 
Rumanian authorities.

"They would have us to be feudal. They themselves, however, 
belie the fundamental principles of democracy, refusing to grant 
political, economic, cultural or civil rights to citizens of non- 
Rumanian race. On the occasion of the celebrations commemora
ting the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Gyulafe! tervar Resolution 
speeches were made of a violently irredentist character; the 
Vienna Award made at their request and accepted by them was 
criticized, — I repeat, the Vienna Award made at their request 
and accepted by them. I cannot help wondering how any one can 
criticize what has been given him. For after all the Vienna Award 
did give them Southern Transylvania. These speeches, seeing 
that they were not insulting, I can regard with a certain degree 
of political understanding. But the torrent of falsifications of 
history let loose beyond the frontier on a so-called scientific 
basis, reminds me of children singing in the dark to disguise their 
fear. I beg the Deputies belonging to the Transylvanian Party to 
tell the people at home and, if possible, to proclaim to those 
beyond the frontier that all Hungarians (the whole Hungarian 
nation as one man) have espoused their cause and feel with and 
for them — with and for the Magyars of Northern Transylvania, 
ivith whom we have become welded and united for all time, and 
with and for the Magyars of Southern Transylvania, for whose exis
tence and Magyarhood it is our duty and our business to work” .

DR. LADISLAS RAVASZ, REFORMED BISHOP, SPEAKS OF 
WAR AND PEACE

On November 5th. the Association of Hungarian Reformed 
Ministers held a meeting, attended by all the bishops of the 
Church, at which the President, Bishop Ladislas Ravasz, delivered 
a lengthy address on War and Peace. He emphasised that human 
culture would be finally and irretrievably destroyed — and that it 
would be impossible to prevent the utter decay of human dignity 
—, if the spirit of the peace conference were not dictated by the 
truths of Christian ethics. For the source of all evils was that 
the nations had abandoned the foundations of pure Christian 
ethics and were unable to detect the deviation except — on 
the other side.

Bishop Ladislas Ravasz then stressed that the Hungarian 
Reformed Church was labouring continuously in co-operation 
with the Evangelical Church to strengthen its ties with foreign 
countries. In conclusion he explained that no stone must be left
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unturned to prevent the peace to be concluded after the second 
Great War being a hothouse for the cultivation of the germs of 
strife or of being indeed the direct source and beginning of a 
third Great War. This object could only be attained by banishing 
all idea of vengeance from the atmosphere of the peace negotia
tions. The peace to be concluded would not be a real peace, unless 
the dignity of the small nations was preserved. The biggest nation 
in the world was the federation of the small nations. The peace 
must include the proclamation of the great principle that histori
cal development cannot and must not be changed and interrupted 
haphazard, and that the most monstrous injury to the intellectual 
and moral assets of humanity as a whole must result from any 
attempt on the part of the Great Powers fighting against and 
bargaining with Asia to degrade Europe to the position of a 
political colony.

THE TREND OF HUNGARIAN FOREIGN POLICY
The trend of Hungarian foreign policy is unmistakable, Hun

garian foreign policy has no ulterior aims: its task is primarily 
to defend Hungarian interests, to enforce all legitimate Hungarian 
claims and after the war to ensure the Hungarian nation a just 
peace and secure that nation the position which, in its historical 
role as primus inter pares, it played for a thousand years in the 
Carpathian Basin in the defence of Europe and European inte
rests.

‘‘Hungarian foreign policy” — to quote the words spoken by 
M. Eugene Ghyczy, Hungarian Foreign Minister, in a speech made 
on November 26th. expressing views endorsed by all the small 
nations of Europe, Sweden and Switzerland too having adopted 
a particularly decided attitude in the question — “is imbued 
with the conviction that the small peoples are entitled to an in
dependent and sovereign existence and to an adjustment of their 
State life in keeping with their own traditions and wishes. They 
are entitled to expect that the big nations will respect their 
rights and that they will be enabled to provide for their welfare 
as they think best. Europe would not be what it is, if it had to 
dispense with the cultural, economic and political achievements 
of the small peoples; without the contributions made by the small 
peoples, — the small nations —, liberty and right would not 
possess the significance and the value which we today attribute 
to these ideals.

"But we must not for a moment forget either” — continued 
the Hungarian F'oreign Minister — “that the small nations have 
their duties too. Having only a restricted amount of physical 
power at their disposal, the small nations are often impelled, if 
only in their own interests, to cling with redoubled resolution and 
an enhanced loyalty to the chief ideals of humanity; they must
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cling obstinately to the eternal values of right, liberty and huma
nity and must apply stricter criteria in this respect to their own 
conduct too. They must respect the legitimate rights of others 
and must take cognizance of the duties devolving upon them as 
members of the community of nations. Today the war is still in 
full progress; all schemes for post-war days possess at most a 
theoretical character. One thing is certain, however: the Europen 
peace to follow cannot be built up on the ruins of the small na
tions; without free small nations there can never be real peace in 
Europe".

"Hungarian foreign policy has always proclaimed that the 
relations between Hungary and the neighbouring States (where 
those States are not functions of the war situation) are reflected 
in a readiness to tackle the questions requiring a solution and 
in the treatment meted out to the minority nationalities. The 
Hungarian Government is profoundly interested in the lot of 
those of our racial brethren who are living the other side of the 
frontier. The Foreign Affairs Department most scrupulously 
and closely watches the development of the condition 
of the Magyar minorities and, whenever it discovers 
that any Magyar or Magyars who are members of a minority are 
not being accorded equal treatment by the majority Government 
or by some organ of that Government, it immediately takes the 
necessary diplomatic steps to intervene with that Government. No 
war and no policy pursued with peaceful means can possibly 
change the fact that in the valley of the Danube peoples of 
diverse races are living side by side, — or the fact that as a 
consequence of centuries of living side by side or in symbiosis 
bonds have come into existence between these peoples which 
events — though they may be able to cause trouble — will never 
be able to tear asunder. As a consequence, every endeavour to 
set these peoples against one another, being merely artificial, is 
bound to have only very short-lived results. These peoples must 
eventually yield to the dictates of reason and — as the Prime 
.Minister has said — must assist one another. In South-Eastern 
Europe the small peoples will not be able to survive amid the 
augmented dimensions of post-war times, unless they understand 
one another".

GREAT ACHIEVEMENTS OF HUNGARIAN FAMILY 
WELFARE FOUNDATION

It is just twenty-seven months since the National Hungarian 
Family Welfare Foundation — probably the most important of 
the organizations engaged in furthering social development in 
Hungary —, which was called into being, on the suggestion of 
the Ministry for the Interior, by Act XXIII. of 1940, began its 
activity. As outlined by Dr. Francis Keresztes-Fischer, Minister 
for the Interior, in his preface to the report just issued, the object
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in view was so general in character, that it was only possible 
to give examples in illustration of the tasks of the Foundation. 
The programme embraced all the work of organization and relief 
calculated to wipe away the tears of the Magyar families reduced 
to a state of poverty. From the very outset it had been the 
conviction of the Ministry for the Interior that this work could 
not be accomplished except by dint of youthful energy and racial 
devotion inspired by an active, impulsive faith. New tracks had 
to be cut through the linches of Hungarian public administration, 
while contacts had to be established and efforts made to 
strengthen close co-operation with all the institutions and all 
the State or social organizations able by dint of their activity 
to contribute valuable bricks towards the construction of the 
splendid edifice destined to achieve the object outlined in the 
report.

Since then many have learned to appreciate the grand work 
of the Foundation, and the leading men of the country have 
joined the official and private institutions en masse to further 
the work which it was the mission of the Foundation to co
ordinate and render effectual. Today, twenty-seven months after 
the initiation of the movement, many hundreds of thousands of 
existences whose lot has taken a happy turn, a whole series of 
re-built villages and tens of thousands of warm homes, — a 
million and a half Magyars are giving evidence that despite the 
difficulties attending a pioneer enterprise and the wartime 
'obstacles looming large in the path of its progress, the work of 
the Foundation is being crowned with success, while
the results achieved — in view of the very difficulties which had 
to be taken into account — may reckon on arousing interest far 
beyond the frontiers of the country.

The Act in question merely determined the framework and 
merely outlined the tasks entrusted to the new social organization 
as a means of building up a happier, social Hungary. The ways 
and means for ensuring the realization of the objects in view 
were for the most part discovered during the process of 
implementation; and the first results in evidence, the objective 
and circumspect consideration of possibilities and the feverish 
efforts made with so much faith and enthusiasm — these were 
the moments responsible for prescribing in living reality all that 
the programme meant in practice.

During the process of this development the very first thing 
to be done was to organize the service of one of the spiritual 
objects of the Foundation, — the object of improving the general 
conditions of life, not only by economically and morally raising 
the level of the classes of the population most in need of 
assistance, but also by improving the intellectual standard of 
those classes. All those who were fitted to undertake special 
work of a social character had to be recruited to assist the
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activity of the Foundation. The first thing to be done was to pro
vide with adequate professional training alike the recruits just 
referred to and other active auxiliary helpers whose assistance 
was essential. At the same time, however, provision had to be 
made to establish also organizations destined to further the im
provement of the social situation of Magyar families. That was 
why the previous institutional family protection taking the form 
of "relief of want” was replaced by the establishment of public 
welfare co-operative societies intended to ensure the welfare of 
the lower classes.

This social institution is engaged in directly providing the 
needy elements of the Hungarian people with material and moral 
assets, — for the most part with the aid of the dynamic force 
of self-help and self-activity. The co-operative societies endeavour
— by grants of ready money and goods credit, by the provision 
of opportunities of work, by the organization of joint labour, by 
the establishment, where required, of productive plants, by the 
training of experts, etc., — in a word, by every possible means
— to enable the families to found an independent economic 
existence, and by the creation of favourable economic conditions 
to further an increase of population. New possibilities have 
opened in succession as the work proceeded. The Foundation 
having during its activity for the realization of its objects suc
cessfully extended its contacts with the existing social institutions, 
the experience gained is making its effect sensible also in the public 
welfare co-operatives. The work of the social visitors of the 
National Social Inspectorate, of their assistants and of the Green 
Cross nurses has developed into a living example; inquiries into 
environment, the granting of advice and the arrangement of 
courses in economic and household matters, seed actions, the 
provision of work for cottage industry, pauper relief, the system 
of day-homes, the supply of meals for children, the provision 
made for war widows, war orphans and the dependants of men 
called up for military service, etc., — all these branches of 
activity have struck out new paths to be followed by the public 
welfare co-operative societies functioning with the help of State 
subsidies, though partly also brought into being by the people 
out of its own resources.

As to the powerful contribution towards the work of the 
Foundation being made by the social activity of the public 
welfare co-operatives and the scale on which those societies have 
developed during the short period of the Foundation's existence, 
striking evidence is offered by the relevant figures: in the years 
1940/42 the budgetary estimates of the public welfare co-operative 
societies aggregated 87,000,000 pengo. The co-operative societies 
during that period appropriated roughly 15,000,000 pengo for the 
allotment of houses, 1.5 million pengo for house repairs, 
4.2 million pengo for the allotment of house-sites and land,
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12.000. 000 pengo for the distribution of domestic animals,
1.000. 000 pengo for the support of cottage industry, and almost
2.000. 000 pengo for the assistance of craftsmen and small 
tradesmen.

The report giving a detailed description of the many-sided 
and constantly expanding activity of the Hungarian Family Wel
fare Foundation fills a thick volume. Today the Foundation has 
extended its sphere of activity already to numerous new fields 
of particular interest to the younger generations, — marriage 
loans serving the purpose of encouraging young people to marry 
and of furthering the natural increase of population, the pro
vision of employment, the increase of wageearning possibilities 
and the support of cottage industry, the crafts and small trades
men, — all being means of ensuring Magyar families greater 
possibilities of earning a subsistence.

And when Acts of God and the shadow of war afflicted the 
life of the country, the Foundation immediately extended its 
activity as far as possible to the work of assisting those who had 
suffered from the havoc wrought by the floods and of supporting 
the dependants of men called up for military service. The families 
plunged by the floods into a disastrous situation were allotted 
new homes and new agrarian equipment, — the Foundation having 
thus provided a new basis of subsistence —, while by the 
organization of a comradeship service the Fund recruited the 
assistance of a spirit of mutual aid uniting home and fighting 
fronts for the purpose of building up the home front on a firm 
basis. One single fact will suffice to show the dimensions and the 
scope of this work, — the fact, namely, that in a relatively short 
period roughly 10,000 new family houses were erected to replace 
those destroyed by the ravages of the floods . . .

In terms of the relevant Act the Foundation serves primarily 
for the institutional support of families with many children 
Its activity is therefore restricted in principle to supporting those 
families which have at least four children. At the tme when the 
1941 Census was taken there were more than 400,000 families in 
the country with four or more children.

The Foundation appropriated 16 million pengo for child 
protection, 28,6 million pengo for the support of families, 26.8 
million pengo for the furtherance of the social activity of towns, 
1.6 million pengo for the assistance of charitable societies, 5.2 
million pengo for the purpose of enabling persons in need of 
assistance to establish an independent economic existence, 2.6 mil
lion pengo for the relief of Transylvanian sufferers from the 
ravages of floods, 1.5 million pengo for the assistance of persons 
called up for extraordinary military training. In a single year 
the Foundation provided immediate relief amounting to roughly
100.000. 000 pengo for the assistance of village families with many 
children. The number of persons benefiting from this assistance
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was sufficient to people 100 new Magyar villages. The total 
amount expended for the support of Magyar families is so 
enormous that it has justly aroused interest internationally too.

If we would realize the intrinsic value of the work done by 
the Foundation, it will perhaps suffice to note that in the course 
of the work covering a period of some twenty-seven months the 
assistance given to 2,000,000 Magyars involved in each individual 
case special consideration, a special inquiry into the particular 
problems of the case, the removal one by one of the many cares 
and worries weighing upon each particular beneficiary and the 
drying of each several tear. The measure and the quality of 
the work thus accomplished fully warrants our expecting still 
greater success to attend the activity of the Foundation in the 
future; and we have every reason to hope that the Foundation 
—as an organization labouring with devoted zeal and with every 

means at its disposal to build up the new social Hungary — 
will achieve the noble object which it was called into being to 
fulfil.
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